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The Expansion of 

Income/Franchise Tax Nexus 

Standards



• What is Nexus?

• Nexus is a certain level of business activity conducted within a taxing jurisdiction
allowing that jurisdiction the legal right to impose a tax.

• Nexus is the amount and degree of business activity that must be present before a
state can impose its rules and regulations on the entity.

• Why Does Nexus Matter for Nonprofit Corporations?

• “Nonprofit” status does not automatically confer “tax exempt” status in many state
and local tax jurisdictions.

• State and local jurisdictions have different rules and requirements related to the
taxation of nonprofits.

• Nonprofit corporations must understand these rules and filing requirements to avoid
unexpected tax assessments.

The Expansion of Income/Franchise Tax Nexus Standards 



• Constitutional Nexus – A threshold issue for taxpayers operating in more than one state is
determining in which states income/franchise tax returns must be filed. States have jurisdiction
to tax a corporation organized in another state only if the out-of-state corporation’s contacts
with the state are sufficient to create nexus.

• State and Local Tax Statutory Nexus Standards – State and local jurisdictions typically draft
their tax imposition statutes broadly, often to the extent of the United States Constitution.
Taxpayers should analyze the imposition statutes closely to determine whether their activities in
the state create nexus or whether an exemption is available.

• National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue, 386 U.S. 753 (1967) – The Supreme Court
established the principle that constitutional nexus requires an in-state physical presence, at
least with respect to sales and use tax. In this case, the Court ruled that Illinois could not require
a Missouri-based mail-order vendor to collect use tax on sales to Illinois residents, because the
Missouri corporation had no offices, property, employees or any other type of physical presence
in Illinois.

• Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, 504 U.S. 298 (1992) – In 1992, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the
physical presence requirement in Quill, which was another sales and use tax case involving an
out-of-state mail-order company. However, the Court did not address the issue of whether the
physical presence test also applied for income tax purposes.

The Expansion of Income/Franchise Tax Nexus Standards 



• Quill – The Quill decision created a division in nexus standards.
• “Despite the similarity in phrasing, the nexus requirements of the Due Process and

Commerce Clauses are not identical. The two standards are animated by different
constitutional concerns and policies.”
• Commerce Clause – Substantial nexus requirement.

• Sales tax - required physical presence in the state.
• Income tax - less certainty, but already trending to economic presence.

• Due Process Clause – Nexus requires “minimum contacts” and “purposeful direction” to
the state.

• State Reactions to Quill – After the Quill decision, several states challenged the limits of income
tax nexus by enacting economic presence legislation to replace the physical presence nexus
standard.

• New Hampshire – Economic presence is evidenced by a purposeful direction of business
toward the state examined in light of the frequency, quantity, and systematic nature of a
business organization’s economic contacts with the state.

• Oregon – Economic presence is established if a taxpayer regularly takes advantage of
Oregon’s economy to produce income.
• Capital One Auto v. Department of Revenue – The Oregon Tax Court upheld the statute

stating “substantial nexus can be established by economic presence alone.”
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• State Supreme Courts Affirm Economic Presence – Since the Quill decision, state high courts
have held economic presence is sufficient to establish a substantial nexus under the Commerce
Clause for their corporate income tax and gross receipts tax regimes.

• South Carolina – Geoffrey v. South Carolina Tax Commission – Licensing intangibles, such as
trademarks, in a state and “deriving income from their use” will establish a substantial nexus
with the state for purposes of the state income tax.

• New Jersey – Lanco v. Director, Division of Taxation – Even if a corporation has no physical
presence in the state, if it derives income from New Jersey sources due to a license
agreement, the state can collect income tax without violating the Constitution.

• West Virginia – Tax Commissioner v. MBNA America Bank – The state can assess income
and franchise tax on a corporation if it has a substantial economic presence in the state,
which is evaluated by looking at if a corporation engaged in “systematic and continuous
business activity in the State” that “produced significant gross receipts.”

• Ohio – Crutchfield Corp. v. Testa – The state high court upheld the factor-presence nexus
test to impose gross receipts taxes on out-of-state sellers of tangible personal property.
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• South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S. Ct. 2080 (2018)

• Background – South Dakota enacted a statute in direct challenge to Quill that imposed sales/use
tax collection and remittance requirements on remove sellers that had at least $100,000 annually
in sales to South Dakota residents or engaged in 200 or more transactions in the state.

• Holding
• The Supreme Court overruled the physical presence requirement in Quill.
• States may now require sellers with no physical presence in the state to collect and remit

sales tax for goods sold within the state as long as they have a substantial nexus with the
taxing state.

• Merging of Nexus Standards? – “When considering whether a State may levy a tax, Due
Process and Commerce Clause standards may not be identical or coterminous, but there are
significant parallels.”

• Application of Wayfair decision to income/franchise taxes
• While the decision concerned sales/use tax, the Court in Wayfair did not explicitly discuss the

application of substantial nexus to income tax.
• Nonetheless, since the dormant Commerce Clause is not violated by using economic presence as

the standard for nexus in the sales/use tax context, there is arguably no barrier to it being used
in the income tax context.

• Wayfair lends support for state statutes and court decisions affirming that substantial nexus can
be found in the case of income tax if a corporation has economic presence in the state.
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• Impact on State and Local Income Taxes Following Wayfair

• Supreme Court’s Hesitancy to Hear Challenges to Income Tax Nexus Standards – The
Supreme Court has declined to accept cases where a state supreme court considered
economic presence enough to satisfy the substantial nexus requirement under the
dormant Commerce Clause.

• West Virginia
• Tax Comm’r v. MBNA America Bank – If a corporation has a substantial economic

presence in the state, income and franchise taxes may be collected by the state.
• Griffith v. ConAgra Brands – The West Virginia Supreme Court reversed an

assessment of income tax on a licensor of intangibles based on the actions of
unrelated third party licensees.

• Massachusetts
• Capital One Bank v. Comm’r of Revenue – Economic activity of Capital One,

including solicitation and providing financial services to Massachusetts
consumers, was enough to establish a substantial nexus to justify imposing an
income tax on Capital One.
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• Bright-Line Nexus Rules – Post-Wayfair, several states have created bright-line nexus thresholds
for taxpayers. These thresholds typically deem that an out-of-state taxpayer will have nexus with
the state if its property, payroll, or sales in the state exceed a certain threshold.
• States That Enacted Bright-Line Rules in Prior Years: Alabama, California, Colorado,

Connecticut, Michigan, New York, Ohio (Commercial Activities Tax), Tennessee, and
Washington (Business & Occupation Tax).

• States That Enacted Bright-Line Rules Recently
• Hawaii – Effective for tax years beginning after December 31, 2019, a taxpayer that lacks

physical presence in Hawaii is presumed to have income tax nexus if, during the current or
preceding calendar year, the taxpayer either engages in 200 or more business
transactions or has gross income of $100,000 or more in Hawaii.

• Massachusetts – Massachusetts promulgated a regulation in October 2019 which generally
asserts that a corporation has income tax nexus when its Massachusetts sales for the
taxable year exceed $500,000.

• Oregon – Oregon recently enacted a commercial activity tax, effective January 1, 2020,
which uses a “bright-line presence” standard if the taxpayer has at least $750,000 of
Oregon receipts for the calendar year.

• Pennsylvania – Pennsylvania issued a tax bulletin in September 2019 announcing that a
rebuttable presumption of corporate income tax nexus exists when a corporation lacks
physical presence but has gross receipts of $500,000 or more sourced to Pennsylvania
per year. The Department indicated that it will apply such threshold for tax periods
beginning on or after January 1, 2020.
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• States That Enacted Bright-Line Rules Recently (Continued)
• Philadelphia, Pennsylvania – Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019,

economic nexus is established if a business without physical presence in Philadelphia
generates at least $100,000 of gross receipts in the City during any 12-month period ending
in the current year, and has sufficient connection with the City to establish nexus under the
U.S. Constitution.

• San Francisco, California – Effective for tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, San
Francisco adopted an economic nexus standard for its gross receipts tax. Economic nexus
is established if a business has more than $500,000 of gross receipts in San Francisco
during the tax year.

• Texas – In December 2019, Texas amended its franchise tax regulation to adopt an
economic nexus threshold for reports due on or after January 1, 2020. The amended
regulation provides that an out-of-state taxable entity without physical presence in the
state is presumed to have nexus if it generates Texas receipts of $500,000 or more during
its federal income tax accounting period.
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• What does this mean for nonprofit corporations?

• Step-by-Step Analysis

• Where has the organization established nexus?
• Organizations should regularly consult with their tax advisors, preferably on an

annual or more frequent basis, to determine whether nexus was established in
jurisdictions outside of the organization’s home state.

• What taxes, registration, and filing requirements can be imposed on the organization
once nexus is established?
• Although exemptions exist, nonprofit corporations may be subject to

income/franchise taxes, sales and use taxes, gross receipts taxes, property taxes,
payroll taxes, and unclaimed property taxes.

• Does the organization need to apply for a separate state exemption determination?
• Many states will accept the federal tax exempt status under Section 501 of the

Internal Revenue Code; however, many require a separate registration.

• How are the taxes calculated?
• Certain types of income may be taxed or exempt and certain types of sales may be

exempt.
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• What does this mean for nonprofits?

• Physical presence – Traditionally, many taxpayers filed only in states where they were
organized or had offices. Relying on a lack of physical presence in a state to assert a “no
nexus” position may not be sufficient going forward.
• Tax types are key – Certain taxes, such as property taxes, may require a physical

presence in the jurisdiction. It is critical to read the tax imposition statute.

• Factor-based presence or bright-line nexus standards – Many states have enacted factor-
based presence or bright-line nexus standards whereby an out-of-state company will be
deemed to have established nexus with the state if its property, payroll, or sales exceed a
certain threshold, typically $100,000-$500,000 of in-state sales or $50,000 of property or
payroll.
• Physical presence may still trump bright-line nexus – Taxpayers should carefully

examine these statutes to determine if a physical presence in the state trumps the
bright-line sales threshold.
• Example: New York has a $1,000,000 in-state sales bright-line threshold, but a

physical presence in the state will create nexus even if in-state sales are below this
threshold.
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• What does this mean for nonprofits?

• Economic Presence Nexus – Post-Wayfair, the states have authority to enact economic
presence nexus statutes. Many states have already enacted these statutes or have decisions
from the state high court that uphold economic presence nexus. There are virtually no
jurisdictions left which require a physical presence in the state in order to establish nexus.
Nonprofit corporations should examine their revenue streams, particularly streams that
generate unrelated business income, to determine if any customers reside in states where
income/franchise tax returns are not currently being filed.

• Apportionment Rules – Over the past twenty years, states have modernized their
apportionment rules to reflect market-based sourcing for determining which state or states
sales should be sourced to. These rules typically assign sales to the location of the market for
those sales, which may not be the state where the sales agreements are executed or where
the work is performed. These rules vary by state, so a close examination of the statutes,
regulations, and examples provided in regulations is required to appropriately source sales.

• Examples:
• North Carolina – For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, North Carolina

has adopted market-based sourcing rules.
• South Carolina – South Carolina has an “income-producing activity” sales sourcing

rule; however, the state has applied the rule to reach market-based sourcing results in
many instances and takes a “flexible” approach to apportionment by industry.
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The Impact of COVID-19 on 

Income/Franchise Tax Nexus



During the current pandemic, many employees have been required to work from home due to state and
local stay-at-home orders or other requirements mandated by employers. Many employees are working in
a different state than where their company is physically located and traditionally withholds state and local
income tax on employees. Employers are generally required to withhold tax from employee wages based
on where an employee works. This has created a number of compliance issues.

• Issues Created by COVID-19 Teleworking
• Income/Franchise Tax Nexus
• Sales Tax Nexus
• Gross Receipts Tax Nexus
• Payroll and Property Factor Considerations
• Sales Factor Considerations
• Employee Withholding Tax Considerations
• State Credits and Incentives Clawback Considerations
• Employee Dual Residency
• Individual Income Tax Credit for Taxes Paid to Another State Considerations

• States That Have Released Guidance – Several states have issued guidance indicating that employees
temporarily teleworking in the state may not create nexus or additional withholding requirements for
the employer. States that have issued guidance to date include: Alabama, California, Georgia, Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and Wisconsin.

The Impact of COVID-19 on Income/Franchise Tax Nexus 



COVID-19/Telework Guidance Issued by States Within the Elliott Davis Footprint

• Georgia – The State of Georgia has issued guidance related to COVID-19/Telework related issues in
a Frequently Asked Questions section on the Department of Revenue Website.
• Nexus – The Department will not use someone's relocation, that is the direct result of temporary

remote work requirements arising from and during the Corona Virus pandemic, as the basis for
establishing Georgia nexus or for exceeding the protections provided by P.L. 86-272 for the
employer of the temporarily relocated employee.

• Payroll Tax Withholding – If the employee is temporarily working in Georgia, wages earned
during this time period would not be considered Georgia income and therefore the company is
not required to withhold Georgia income tax. However, if the employee previously worked in
Georgia and is temporarily working outside of Georgia due to Covid-19 requirements, Georgia
still requires income tax withholding on the employee’s wages regardless of where the work is
performed.

• North Carolina – To date, no guidance has been issued.
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COVID-19/Telework Guidance Issued by States Within the Elliott Davis Footprint

• South Carolina – South Carolina Information Letter No. 20-11 (May 15, 2020); South Carolina
Information Letter No. 20-24 (Aug. 26, 2020); South Carolina Information Letter No. 20-29 (Nov. 30,
2020); South Carolina Information Letter No. 21-8 (Apr. 7, 2021): The Department has announced
temporary relief regarding a business's establishment of nexus solely because an employee is
temporarily working in a different work location due to COVID-19 and is providing guidance with
respect to employer withholding requirements for these employees. The relief has been extended
through September 30, 2021.
• Nexus – The Department will not use changes solely in an employee's temporary work location

due to the remote work requirements arising from, or during, the COVID-19 relief period as a basis
for establishing nexus or altering apportionment of income.

• Payroll Tax Withholding – South Carolina will not use the temporary change of an employee's
work location during the COVID-19 relief period to impose a South Carolina withholding
requirement. A South Carolina business's withholding requirements are not affected by the current
shift of employees working on the employer's premises in South Carolina to teleworking from
outside of South Carolina. Accordingly, the wages of nonresident employees temporarily working
remotely in another state instead of their South Carolina business location are still subject to South
Carolina withholding. An out-of-state business is not subject to South Carolina's withholding
requirement solely due to the shift of employees working on the employer's premises outside of
South Carolina to teleworking from South Carolina.

• Tennessee – To date, no guidance has been issued.
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“Convenience of the Employer” Issues – States are constitutionally permitted to tax an
employee’s income in the state where he lives and the state where he works. However, there are
a growing number of states that may also attempt to tax an employee’s income even if he
neither lives nor works in the state. This aggressive position may become more prominent as
many workers are either forced, or choose to, work remotely in a state other than the state
where they normally work. With state and local budgets reeling from the pandemic, many tax
authorities may seek to target remote workers under “convenience of the employer” rules or
policies.
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Example:

New York – The State of New York has enacted one of the more well known convenience of the
employer rules. In determining the New York source income of a nonresident “his income
derived from New York State sources includes that proportion of his total compensation for
services rendered as an employee which the total number of working days employed within
New York State bears to the total number of working days employed both within and without
New York State . . . . [h]owever, any allowance claimed for days worked outside New York State
must be based upon the performance of services which of necessity, as distinguished from
convenience, obligate the employee to out-of-state duties in the service of his employer.”
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New York TSB-M-06(5) – The Department of Taxation and Finance has issued New York TSB-M-
06(5) which provides that a remote worker will be considered as working outside of the state if
he works from a “bona fide employer office.” The memorandum provides several factors for
determining whether a home office qualifies. These factors are weighted in importance and
categorized as primary factors, secondary factors, or other factors. The factors include, but are
not limited to:
• Whether the home office is a requirement or condition of employment;
• Whether the employer has a bona fide business purpose for the employee’s home office

location;
• Whether the employee performs some of the core duties of his employment at the home

office;
• Whether the employer reimburses the employee for home office expenses;
• Whether the employee uses a specific area of the home exclusively to conduct the business

of the employer that is separate from the living area;
• Whether business records of the employer are stored at the employee’s home office; and
• Whether the employer maintains a separate telephone line and listing for the home office.
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“Convenience of the Employer” Issues

• Issues Created by These Rules
• Can a state constitutionally tax the income of a nonresident that does not physically work at an

in-state employer location?
• Should an employer withhold payroll taxes in the state where its office is located or the state

where its employee works remotely?
• If an employee is working remotely due to the pandemic, at what point will his remote work

arrangement change from “temporary” to “permanent”?
• Will an individual’s credit for taxes paid to another state be impacted?
• Will multistate reciprocity agreements impact the convenience of the employer test?

• Additional States with Convenience of the Employer Rules
• Arkansas
• Connecticut
• Delaware
• Massachusetts
• Nebraska
• New Jersey
• New York
• Pennsylvania
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State of New Hampshire v Commonwealth of Massachusetts

In response to the Massachusetts Department of Revenue’s recent adoption of a permanent
administrative rule that sets forth general sourcing rules that apply to income earned by a
nonresident employee who telecommutes on behalf of an in-state business from a location
outside Massachusetts due to the COVID-19 pandemic, New Hampshire Governor Christopher
Sununu issued statements opposing the rule and essentially reiterating that it unconstitutionally
results in New Hampshire residents being taxed in Massachusetts when “they have not crossed
the state lines in months due to the COVID-19 pandemic.” Following Governor’s Sununu’s
statements, the New Hampshire Department of Justice filed a motion for leave to file bill of
complaint with the US Supreme Court in an effort to “rectify Massachusetts’ unconstitutional,
extraterritorial conduct,” stating among other claims, that the Massachusetts rule “ignores
deliberate and unique policy choices that are solely New Hampshire’s to make.”

South Carolina’s current position is similar to Massachusetts.

The Impact of COVID-19 on Income/Franchise Tax Nexus 



Understanding Unrelated Business 

Income



What is Unrelated Business Income (“UBI”)?

• A nonprofit organization is not taxed on its income from an activity substantially related to the
charitable, educational or other purpose that is the basis for the organization’s exemption.

• However, if a nonprofit organization regularly carries on a trade or business not substantially
related to its exempt purpose, the organization is subject to tax on its income from that
unrelated trade or business.
• Example: Regularly selling membership mailing lists to business firms.

• UBI is a federal income tax concept, and most states conform in whole or in part to the federal
definition and subject to income tax UBI sourced to the state. An unrelated business activity
must meet three requirements:
• It is a trade or business;
• It is regularly carried on; and
• It is not substantially related to furthering the exempt purpose of the organization.

• As with most state and local tax questions, the definition of UBI can vary by state, and there
are exclusions and exceptions to the general definition.

Understanding Unrelated Business Income



What is UBI?

• UBI must be allocated or apportioned among the states in which the organization has nexus.
Income is apportioned among the states using a percentage of the nonprofit organization’s in-state
activity versus its out-of-state activity.

• Traditionally, the apportionment formula for most states and localities was calculated by
determining the percentage of an organization’s property, payroll, and sales in the state compared
to the organization’s property, payroll, and sales everywhere that generated the UBI.

• Over the past twenty years, a majority of states have updated their apportionment formulas to
more heavily weight the sales factor component of the apportionment formula or apply a sales
factor only apportionment formula. State and local tax rules vary in determining how sales are
sourced to the state, but two basic approaches are common among the states:

• Sales of tangible personal property – Receipts from sales of tangible personal property are
sourced based on the “destination” rule.

• Sales of other than tangible personal property – Sales from other than tangible personal
property, including services, are sourced using either a costs of performance approach or a
market-based sourcing approach. The former sources sales to the locations where the
income-producing activities occurred, while the later focuses on where the market for the
sale is, typically the location of the customer or where the benefit of the service is received.

Understanding Unrelated Business Income



What is UBI?

• UBI Tax Rates – Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee tax UBI at the applicable corporation
income tax rate. South Carolina taxes UBI at a rate of five percent.

• Filing Requirements

• Georgia – All organizations exempt from Georgia corporate income tax must annually file
a copy of the organization’s federal information return with the Georgia Department of
Revenue. Exempt organizations that are required to file a federal tax return and have
unrelated trade or business income from Georgia sources must file a Georgia unrelated
business income tax return on Form 600-T. The initial return filed by an exempt
organization must include a copy of the IRS determination letter allowing exempt status,
as well as a copy of all formation documents. A copy of the federal return must be
attached to the state return.

• North Carolina – Exempt organizations must report unrelated North Carolina business
income on Form CD-405, if it exceeds $1,000 annually.

Understanding Unrelated Business Income



What is UBI?

• Filing Requirements

• South Carolina – Organizations that are exempt from South Carolina corporate income tax
are exempt from filing an information return provided that the organization filed form 990
for federal purposes, unless the organization is filing a return that lists some form of state
tax withholding. An exempt organization that has unrelated business income tax must file
a South Carolina business income tax return on Form 990-T.

• Tennessee – Exempt organizations that are subject to federal income tax on unrelated
trade or business income must file Form FAE-170 in the same manner as general business
corporations.

Understanding Unrelated Business Income



Sales and Use Tax Considerations for 

Nonprofit Corporations



• Sales and Use Tax Analysis – Nonprofit corporations must focus on two key areas to make sure they
are in compliance with state and local sales and use tax requirements.

• Purchases – Purchases by nonprofits are presumed taxable unless there is a specific exemption.
Don’t assume that a purchase is exempt merely because the vendor did not charge sales tax on
the invoice.
• Purchases of tangible personal property and services associated with UBI are generally not

exempt from sales tax.
• The most common exemption is for the purchase of items used in the charitable purpose,

such as software, office equipment and furniture, and supplies.
• Exemption certificates should be issued to suppliers where appropriate.
• Nonprofit organizations must determine in each state where it makes a purchase how to

obtain an exemption and what the exemption applies to.

• Sales – In most states, nonprofit organizations that sell tangible personal property and taxable
services are required to register to collect and remit sales tax on these sales.
• Examples of sales of tangible personal property: books, reference guides, compact discs,

software.
• Some states exempt certain nonprofit organizations from collecting sales tax on all taxable

sales or specified types of taxable sales

Sales and Use Tax Considerations for Nonprofit Corporations



• Summary of Sales Tax Issues for Nonprofit Organizations – Nonprofit organizations should take the
following steps to ensure compliance with state and local sales and use tax requirements:

• Review the organization’s activities to determine if it is selling tangible personal property or
taxable services.

• Analyze the nonprofit organization’s activities to determine if it has created sales tax nexus in
any states where it is not registered for sales tax. Forty-five states and the District of Columbia
impose sales tax.
• Reminder: Virtually every state that imposes a sales and use tax has enacted economic

nexus legislation, which typically requires a remote seller to register and collect sales tax if
sales within the state exceed a threshold, typically $100,000, within a certain period.

• If the nonprofit organization has prior sales tax collection responsibilities, consider pursuing
voluntary disclosure agreements to bring the organization into compliance.

• If holding a charitable auction, check to see if auction sales qualify for occasional or casual and
isolated sales exemptions or request a temporary sales tax license if the exemption is not
available and the organization is not registered to collect sales and use tax.

Sales and Use Tax Considerations for Nonprofit Corporations



Tax Registration Requirements for 

Nonprofit Corporations



• Income/Franchise Tax – While many states and localities follow the federal income tax nonprofit
status for purposes of administering state and local income/franchise tax, some states require
certain steps to be taken for the state to recognize the organization as a nonprofit.

• Georgia – In Georgia, organizations recognized as tax exempt nonprofit organizations on the
federal level are generally recognized as tax exempt on the state level. A copy of the IRS
determination letter, along with a copy of all formation documents must be attached to the
applicable, initial exempt organization tax return filed with the State of Georgia.

• North Carolina – As proof of exemption, every corporation claiming exemption must furnish the
Secretary of Revenue with a copy of its articles of incorporation and bylaws, and any other
document or information, such as a trust agreement, which may be requested. After reviewing
the evidence submitted, the Secretary will notify the corporation whether or not it qualifies for
exemption.

• South Carolina – Federal tax law governs whether or not a corporation is a nonprofit
organization exempt from federal income tax, and requires that tax-exempt entities identifying
as a nonprofit organization comply with state law on matters of creation, operation, and
administration.

• Tennessee – Tennessee does not have additional requirements for obtaining tax exempt status
as a nonprofit organization.
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• Sales and Use Tax – Most states require nonprofit organizations that have established nexus with
the state to register to collect and remit sales tax.
• Georgia

• Sales to Nonprofit Organizations – Purchases are generally subject to tax unless a specific
exemption applies.

• Sales by Nonprofit Organizations – Sales are generally subject to tax unless a specific
exemption applies.

• North Carolina
• Sales to Nonprofit Organizations – Purchases are generally subject to tax unless a specific

exemption applies.
• Sales by Nonprofit Organizations – Certain sales by nonprofit organizations are exempt

from sales tax.
• South Carolina

• Sales to Nonprofit Organizations – Purchases are generally subject to tax unless a specific
exemption applies.

• Sales by Nonprofit Organizations – Sales are generally exempt from tax.
• Tennessee

• Sales to Nonprofit Organizations – Purchases made by nonprofit organizations are exempt
from tax.

• Sales by Nonprofit Organizations – Certain sales by nonprofit organizations are exempt
from sales tax.

Tax Registration Requirements for Nonprofit Corporations



Remediating Prior Year Tax 

Exposures



Voluntary Disclosure Agreement (“VDA”) Programs

• Overview – Most states offer taxpayers some type of voluntary disclosure procedure, whereby a
taxpayer can voluntarily disclose previously unpaid tax liabilities to state tax authorities. In
exchange for bringing these unpaid taxes to a state's attention, the state usually waives the
penalties that would otherwise be imposed on the unpaid taxes, and places a limit on the number of
prior years for which taxes must be paid.

• Purpose – The purpose of a voluntary disclosure program is to promote tax compliance and
generate additional tax revenues by providing nonfilers with an incentive to voluntarily pay taxes
due for prior years.

• Disqualifying Items – Taxpayers are generally not allowed to apply to a VDA program if: the
taxpayer has been contacted about the tax at issue; the taxpayer is under audit; or the taxpayer
does not disclose all relevant facts.

• Benefits of VDA Programs
• Limited audit look-back period
• Waiver of penalties
• Negotiation of filing requirements
• Anonymity
• Financial statement impact
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreement (“VDA”) Programs

• Process for Applying to VDA Program
• Taxpayer completes a nexus study and discovers that it established nexus with a state in prior tax

years.
• Taxpayer calculates the estimated tax exposure, including penalty and interest.
• Taxpayer or its adviser prepares an anonymous application to the state’s VDA program. The

application usually contains:
• A description of the company’s business, the services it provides, the date the company or its

predecessor started conducting business in the state, type of ownership (e.g., S corporation)
and the company’s fiscal year end date.

• A description of any taxes that the company presently files or should file with the state.
• A description of the nature of the contacts of the company with the state. Companies should

describe all activities related to the state, including business conducted in the state, sales
made to in-state customers, employees or independent contractors in the state, and tangible
or intangible property owned in the state.

• An explanation of the reason or change in circumstances that caused the company to seek the
VDA.

• A description of past tax communications with the state.
• An indication of the tax types covered by the VDA, as well as the dates the liability began and

ended.
• A statement that the company is in compliance with all other taxes due to the state.
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreement (“VDA”) Programs

• Process for Applying to VDA Program (continued)
• Taxpayer or its adviser prepares an anonymous application to the state’s VDA program. The

application usually contains:
• An estimate of the income/franchise taxes for each tax period that the company should have

remitted tax to the state.
• The taxpayer or adviser will anonymously submit the application to the state by paper, email, or

through the state’s online portal.
• The state will confirm receipt of the application.
• The VDA manager may follow up with the taxpayer or adviser with questions about the application,

which the taxpayer or adviser should answer timely.
• Typically, within four to six weeks, the taxpayer will receive a signed VDA agreement from the state.

The terms of the agreement usually require the filing of prior year tax returns within the lookback
period and payment of tax due, confirmation of the audit lookback period, and a clause that waives
penalties on taxes due for each tax period in the audit lookback period. Please be aware that the
signed agreement, tax returns, and payment of tax due must be submitted to the state within a
certain time frame, which is typically sixty days from the date the state signed the agreement.

• If the taxpayer agrees with the terms, it will sign the agreement and reveal its name, prepare the tax
returns, and remit payment by the deadline prescribed in the agreement.

• The state will send a bill for the interest which the taxpayer will then remit to the state.
• The state will send a copy of the executed agreement for the taxpayer’s records, but the taxpayer

should make a copy before remitting it to the state.
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Voluntary Disclosure Agreement (“VDA”) Programs

• Georgia
• Audit look-back period: Three years
• Penalty waiver?: Yes
• Anonymous application: Yes

• North Carolina
• Audit look-back period: Three years
• Penalty waiver?: Yes
• Anonymous application: Yes

• South Carolina
• Audit look-back period: Three years
• Penalty waiver?: Yes
• Anonymous application: Yes

• Tennessee
• Audit look-back period: Three years
• Penalty waiver?: Yes
• Anonymous application: Yes

Remediating Prior Year Tax Exposures



Questions?



This material was used by Elliott Davis during an oral presentation; it is not a complete record

of the discussion. This presentation is for informational purposes and does not contain or

convey specific advice. It should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular

situation or circumstances without first consulting the appropriate advisor. No part of the

presentation may be circulated, quoted, or reproduced for distribution without prior written

approval from Elliott Davis.

Disclaimer



Thank You!


